
Chasing my Y-DNA part 54
Dual Elliot origins;

For more than a century it has been said;

….we can clearly trace the modification of the name of  
Elwald into Elwald, Elwood, Ellat, Ellott, and finally Elliot.  
The English Elliots are thus probably of an entirely different  
family and origin, …            George Tancred 1899.

 



The only serious contention remaining, which is favoured by  
some modern historians, ascribes the surname to the fairly  
common old Northumbrian christian name of Elwold or  
Elwald.             Arthur Eliott 1986



The above states Elwald as an Anglo-Saxon name.

Elwald is a Northumbria, king, and a saint buried at Hexam Abbey. 

It should be noted that the stag is unique to have on an Anglo-Saxon, 
coin.



The Æ, is today both Danish and Norwegian.

The Danish language originates from a common Germanic language.



Migration patterns of Angles, Jutes, and Saxons.

Angles are the ones which migrated to Northumbria.



The legion of the Fairy Bear is found first in Edda, then in old 
Danish, and in the South German.    James L. Armstrong-
Chronicles

...Elwalds, of the Alfords who came from near Croyland (Crowland) 
to the Border,....

 



If Elwald are of Crowland could be Saxon. But it has been accepted 
that my line is of East Riding, near Godmundingham, which could 
be considered somewhat near Crowland. 



The above shows that Germany is the closest to the Daniel modal.



There are two different versions of Elliot.
1.Norman-French Breton Elliot
2.Germanic-Anglo Germanic Elliot



This concurs to that which has been stated for more than a century.

The Elwald name is felt to come from a personal name.

Above is Thomas filius (son of) Elwald de Hedreslawe, Willelmus 
Scot de Inethal, …...., Thomas de Graham (Grantham).

Elwald, Scot, and Graham are names of the Redheugh deed.
Thomas Elwald is a farmer of the manor of Cottingham on land once 
own by the Wake of Cottingham/Liddel Strength.



Showing a likely emergence of the name Elwald from a father 
named Elwald, in Northumbria. Thomas though associated with the 
name William in Cottingham, is not a name found by the Redheugh 
family, but William is a strong Redheugh name.

The Elwald-Ellot-Elliot; did not have much impact on the Norman-
Elliot of England, because the Anglo-Elliot names was not 
established until about 1650 way after the Norman-Elliot name had 
already been established in England.

The Y-DNA is not found in today's Scotland Border Region, because;
1. Y-DNA segregation; a separation of the nations of England and 

Scotland with border placement from about 1320-1600, in which the 
emergence is in Yorkshire, Northumberland, and the Y-DNA is 
degrading in Scotland.

2. Border Cleansing at the time of The Union of the Crown of the Ellot to 
Ulster and some northward splatter, where movement away from the 
border of the Ellot Clan was for clan survival.



Though many people think there is only one origin of Elliot. Top 
researchers have found more than one. 

For those who only see one than there is only one naming 
convention.

The naming convention for Elwald is Danish.

The English resettled a lot of Scots at the time of The Union of the 
Crown, by cleansing the borders, most which survived ended up in 
Ulster. Then at the time of the English Civil War, relocation of 
Scottish Royalists which survived to Barbados and America.

These relocated Scots carried Elwald DNA, mainly Scottish, DNA, 
though small amount of  Anglo-Danish seem to have made it 
through.

Above Elliot is not considered a Border Reiver name, likely because 
of its duality of origin.

Mark Elliott                                                                 2/28/2013


